
ALSKER
LARGE V2 1950 DUAL ARM

The ALSKER V2 brings excitement, comfort and adapts seamlessly it can stand alone 
as a simple feature or paired together. A soft glow will diffuse from the shade for a 
lovely warmth in your home.

Characterised by its round minimal design, shown in beautiful matt black or brushed 
brass finish. A standard drop of 2300mm (supplied with extra rods) makes this ideal 
for bedsides. It captures the minimalist design and infuses a sophistication and ultra 
modern charm, that brings the ALSKER V2 above the rest.

DIMENSIONS (mm) D300*H1950

SUSPENSION (mm) Surface 
D70*H150mm

MOUNTING SIZE (mm) Replacable

COLOUR/FINISH Brushed Brass / Black

MATERIAL/S Metal + Handmade glas shades

WATTAGE MAX (W) 8W Max

INPUT VOLTAGE (V) 220-240V AC

GLOBE TYPE G9

GLOBE INCLUDED No

GLOBE QUANTITY 2

DIMMABLE Yes

IP RATING IP20

WARRANTY 24 months

ADDITONAL NOTES - The shades are hand blown. Bubbles, lines, slight 
surface defects or discolouration are characteristics of 
this type of glass. They are not considered defects.
- If out of stock requires 8-10 weeks

SPECIFICATIONS

ZLIGHTS (BRANDS CO PTY LTD) 
(02) 7202 8239 | orders@zlights.com.au | www.zlights.com.au 
Suite 301A 12-14 Ormonde Parade, Hurstville NSW 2220, Australia 
Suite 89 / 52 Connells Point Road, South Hurstville NSW 2221, Australia 
ABN 54 642 974 801 

Please direct all enquiries and quote requests to quotes@zlights.com.au
Disclaimer: zlights. All prices are subject to change without warning: please check with your sales representative prior to ordering. 
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information presented on this sheet, it is intended as a guide only,
zlights will not be bound by or responsible for any errors or omissions.

LINE DRAWING

NAME MODEL COLOUR

ALSKER LARGE V2 BB ZL3237-BB Brushed Brass / Opal

ALSKER LARGE V2 BK ZL3237-BK Black / Opal


